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Abstract 

Outcrossing and self-fertilization are fundamental strategies of sexual reproduction, each with 

different evolutionary costs and benefits. Self-fertilization is thought to be an evolutionary 

“dead-end” strategy, beneficial in the short term but costly in the long term, resulting in self-

fertilizing species that occupy only the tips of phylogenetic trees. Here, we use volvocine green 

algae to investigate the evolution of self-fertilization. We use ancestral-state reconstructions to 

show that self-fertilization has repeatedly evolved from outcrossing ancestors and that multiple 

reversals from selfing to outcrossing have occurred. We use three phylogenetic metrics to show 

that self-fertilization is not restricted to the tips of the phylogenetic tree, a finding inconsistent 

with the view of self-fertilization as a dead-end strategy. We also find no evidence for higher 

extinction rates or lower speciation rates in selfing lineages. We find that self-fertilizing species 

have significantly larger colonies than outcrossing species, suggesting the benefits of selfing 

may counteract the costs of increased size. We speculate that our macroevolutionary results on 
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self-fertilization (i.e. non-tippy distribution, no decreased diversification rates) may be 

explained by the haploid-dominant life cycle that occurs in volvocine algae, which may alter the 

costs and benefits of selfing. 

 

KEY WORDS: Haploid, phylogenetics, self-fertilization, sexual reproduction, sex, volvocine 

green algae 

Outcrossing and self-fertilization are fundamental strategies of sexual reproduction, each with 

different evolutionary costs and benefits. Repeated origins of selfing have occurred in flowering 

plants (Stebbins 1974; Barrett 2002; Wright et al. 2013), bryophyte mosses (McDaniel et al. 

2013), most animal phyla (Jarne and Auld 2006), brown algae (Luthringer et al. 2014), and in 

fungi (Whitehouse 1949; Yun et al. 1999; Billiard et al. 2011). The origin and distribution of 

selfing among species within a clade is usually explained by the “dead end” hypothesis, which 

posits short-term evolutionary advantages to selfing but long-term evolutionary costs (Stebbins 

1957). Selfing may be favored in the short term through a 50% increase in transmission of 

genes to offspring (Williams 1975; Nagylaki 1976) and reproductive assurance when a species 

is locally rare or colonizing a new habitat (Darwin 1877; Baker 1955; Schoen et al. 1996; Barrett 

2010). However, the evolution of selfing also imposes many costs, including inbreeding 

depression due to homozygosity in diploids and polyploids (Barrett 2002; Charlesworth 2006) 

and a reduced effective population size leading to reduced genetic variation and adaptive 

potential (Stebbins 1957; Pollak 1987; Wright et al. 2013). This reduced ability to adapt to 

changing environments may ensure that selfing lineages evolutionarily fail over longer 

timescales (Takebayashi and Morrell 2001). Furthermore, selfing is hypothesized to be 

evolutionarily irreversible, because once selfing has evolved the benefits of outcrossing may be 

insufficient to overcome the two-fold increase in genetic transmission (Lande and Schemske 

1985). Thus, selfing is thought to have two important consequences: (1) negative net 
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diversification rates (or at least reduced diversification rates relative to outcrossing); and (2) 

irreversibility to outcrossing (Takebayashi and Morrell 2001; Igic and Busch 2013). Taken 

together, these two consequences may make selfing an evolutionary dead-end strategy. Thus, 

selfing is predicted to generate a “tippy” phylogenetic distribution among living taxa, in which 

selfing evolves due to short-term benefits but does not persist evolutionarily due to reduced or 

negative diversification rates. Therefore, selfing is predicted to occupy only the tips of 

phylogenetic trees (Schoen et al. 1997; Takebayashi and Morrell 2001; Igic et al. 2008; Wright et 

al. 2013). Nevertheless, it is also possible that some origins of selfing may generate numerous 

descendant lineages (Stebbins 1957; Escobar et al. 2010; Goldberg et al. 2010; de Vos et al. 

2014). This may occur because of higher diversification rates in selfing species (Hamrick and 

Godt 1996; Goldberg et al. 2010) or because insufficient time has passed for the 

macroevolutionary consequences of self-fertilization to take effect (Escobar et al. 2010). 

 Mating systems (including self-fertilization and outcrossing) may be linked to the 

evolution of body size, which may have consequences for these macroevolutionary patterns. 

The evolution of selfing versus outcrossing in angiosperms is thought to be linked to organism 

size, with larger species evolving dioecy (individuals only produce one type of sexual gamete, 

resulting in obligate outcrossing). Specifically, trees (larger size) are more likely to be dioecious 

than shrubs (medium size), and shrubs are more likely to be dioecious than herbs (smaller size), 

likely to avoid inbreeding depression (Darwin 1876; Bawa 1980; Lloyd 1982; Vamosi et al. 

2003). It is assumed that a larger plant has a higher spatial density of reproductive cells 

(Maynard Smith 1978). This increased density of reproductive cells increases the probability of 

self-fertilization, thus increasing the selection for selfing avoidance, which can be achieved 

through dioecy (Maynard Smith 1978). Thus mating system evolution, including selfing and 

dioecy, may be linked to the evolution of body size. 
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The evolution of selfing may have different evolutionary consequences in haploid taxa 

relative to diploid taxa, given the potential for different inbreeding costs. Inbreeding depression 

is thought to be an important cost of self-fertilization, and inbreeding depression due to 

increased homozygosity is likely greater in diploid and polyploid taxa (Barrett 2002; 

Charlesworth 2006). Given this, in a haploid clade, we might expect to see reduced negative 

consequences of selfing over macroevolutionary timescales (e.g., tippy distributions of selfing 

taxa, negative or reduced diversification rates). However, most previous studies of the evolution 

of selfing have focused on diploid taxa. 

Here, we analyze the macroevolution of mating systems in the haploid volvocine green 

algae. Specifically, we reconstruct the evolution of mating systems across the tree, test for a 

“tippy” distribution of self-fertilization among species on the tree, compare rates of 

diversification in selfing and outcrossing species, and test for a correlation between mating 

system and colony size. 

The volvocine green algae are a tractable model system for studying the evolution of 

mating systems. Previous studies showed that this group evolved relatively recently, 

approximately ~230 Myr ago (Herron et al. 2009), considerably younger than groups like 

animals (>900 Myr old stem age), plants (>400 Myr old), or fungi (>1,000 Myr old; Parfrey et al. 

2011). Furthermore, several volvocine genomes have been sequenced (Merchant et al. 2007; 

Prochnik et al. 2010; Hanschen et al. 2016). Volvocine algae are haploid during the vegetative 

phase of their life cycle (Fig. 1), and many rounds of asexual reproduction typically occur 

between occasional rounds of sexual reproduction (Coleman 1979; Kirk 1998). Sexual 

reproduction generates the only diploid phase, a single-celled zygospore that germinates 

meiotically to re-enter the vegetative phase (Fig. 1). Importantly, extant species exhibit 

substantial diversity in mating systems. Three mating systems are found in the volvocine algae 

(Fig. 1). In heterothallic, obligately outcrossing species (Fig. 1A), distinct genotypes produce a 
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single mating type or sex. Two variations of homothallic self-fertilization exist. In homothallic 

dioecious species (Fig. 1C), a single genotype is capable of sexually differentiating to produce 

both mating types or sexes, though in separate colonies. While dioecy necessarily implies 

outcrossing in obligately sexual organisms, in facultatively sexual volvocine algae, homothallic 

dioecious species can self-fertilize. In homothallic monoecious species (Fig. 1B), a single genetic 

strain is capable of sexually differentiating to produce hermaphroditic sexual colonies that 

produce both gamete types (Fig. 1). Little is known about selfing rates in homothallic species, 

though homothallic species are protandrous (sperm packets develop and liberate before egg 

development; Smith 1944), which is consistent with a relatively lower rate of selfing because 

sperm may fertilize another colony (Starr et al. 1980). Lastly, androdioecy (both hermaphrodite 

and male colonies; not shown) has been described in certain strains of Volvox africanus (Starr 

1971; Nozaki et al. 2015a). Intra- and inter-colony selfing in monoecious and inter-colony 

fertilization of the same genetic strain in dioecious homothallic species have been observed 

(Darden Jr 1966; Starr et al. 1980; Nozaki et al. 2015b). Self-incompatibility has never been 

described in homothallic volvocine species. 

In this study, we analyze the evolution of mating systems in the volvocine green algae. 

We first estimate a new phylogeny for the group. We next use ancestral state reconstruction to 

reconstruct the evolutionary history of mating systems within this group. We find numerous 

independent origins of homothallic self-fertilization and two reversions to heterothallic 

outcrossing. Then, using three quantitative metrics, we demonstrate that selfing does not 

exhibit a tippy phylogenetic pattern. We also find no evidence for lowered (or negative) 

diversification rates in selfing species. This unexpectedly non-tippy distribution may be due to a 

haploid-dominant life cycle in volvocine algae, which may alter the costs and benefits of selfing.  

 

Material and Methods 
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IDENTIFICATION OF CHARACTER STATES 

Trait data for each species and strain were compiled from published reports (Dataset S1, 

available on Dryad: doi:), including sexual traits (heterothallic/homothallic and 

dioecious/monoecious) and two colony size metrics (number of cells and cell/colony length). 

For consistency, we used the maximum reported values of these metrics. To avoid possible 

incorrect assignment of character-state data due to erroneous species identification or 

intraspecific variation, care was taken to ensure that data were based on particular strains 

within a species, rather than using data from individuals identified only to species or genus. 

 

TREE ESTIMATION 

We estimated a new volvocine phylogeny in order to include novel strains and species not 

included in previous analyses (including Gonium pectorale Russia, Volvox ferrisii, Pleodorina 

starrii, Pleodorina thompsonii, Volvox perglobator). A total of 19 of the 97 ingroup terminal taxa 

in this study were not included in previous analyses. The ingroup was defined as the smallest 

monophyletic clade containing Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Volvox carteri, a group 

commonly referred to as the “volvocine green algae”. We generated a concatenated phylogeny 

using Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo implemented in MrBayes version 3.2.2 (Ronquist et 

al. 2012) using default parameters except as described below. The data matrix included 

sequences for 97 volvocine terminal taxa and seven outgroup taxa. The outgroup taxa 

represented different groups of non-volvocine algae, including two taxa from the immediate 

sister group and one taxa from each of five other major groups (Herron and Michod 2008). The 

sequence data consisted of five chloroplast genes (ATP synthase beta-subunit, atpB; P700 

chlorophyll a-apoprotein A1, psaA; P700 chlorophyll a-apoprotein A2, psaB; photosystem II 

CP43 apoprotein, psbC; and the large subunit of Rubisco, rbcL). We did not perform multi-locus 

species-tree analyses since the chloroplast genes effectively belong to the same locus. The best 
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fitting combination of partitioning scheme and nucleotide substitution models was determined 

using PartitionFinder version 2.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2016) using AICc and a greedy search 

algorithm with branch lengths linked across partitions. A total of 15 possible partitions were 

initially defined (3 codon positions for 5 protein-coding chloroplast genes) and the best-fitting 

strategy included 11 data blocks (Table S1). Four independent Bayesian runs of four chains each 

(three heated chains and one cold chain) were run for 2×107 generations with a burn-in of 

5×106 generations. Trees were sampled every 100 generations. We considered the runs to have 

adequately sampled the solution space when the standard deviation of split frequencies was 

below 5×10-3. Post burn-in trees were combined and assembled to construct a majority-rule 

consensus phylogram. Posterior probabilities for nodes were calculated using the pooled set of 

all post burn-in trees from the four runs (Fig. S1). An ultrametric tree, necessary for maximum-

likelihood ancestral-state reconstruction using the R package diversitree (FitzJohn 2012), was 

calculated using a penalized likelihood function in the ape package (Paradis et al. 2004). A 

correlated model was used without age constraints, making the units for the chronogram, as 

well as subsequent rate estimates, arbitrary (The data matrix and trees are available on Dryad: 

doi:). 

The topology and branch lengths of our new estimated phylogenetic tree are consistent 

with previously published chloroplast phylogenies (Nozaki et al. 2002; Herron and Michod 

2008; Herron et al. 2009), and with a phylogenomic analysis of eleven green algae including 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Gonium pectorale, and Volvox carteri (Hanschen et al. 2016). Our 

tree was also consistent with a phylogeny based on the nuclear internal transcribed spacer (ITS) 

for Volvox section Volvox (Fig. 4 of Isaka et al. 2012). 

Sequence data for all five chloroplast genes were not available for all taxa (16.5% of the 

cells in the data matrix were missing). Previous simulation and empirical analyses suggest that 

this low level of missing data should be inconsequential (Wiens and Morrill 2011). Nevertheless, 
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we constructed an additional Bayesian concatenated tree including only taxa for which 

sequence data for all five chloroplast genes are available (72 of the 97 ingroup OTUs remained). 

PartitionFinder was independently run on this dataset resulting in the same best-fitting 

partition scheme. This tree had no strongly supported topological differences from the tree 

generated from the full dataset (Fig. S1). 

Our phylogenetic tree includes all described species from which sequence data were 

available (69 species). However, there are described species that were not included, either due 

to missing sequence data or unobserved mating system (10 species). In Volvox section Volvox 

(Fig. 2), there is one heterothallic, outcrossing species (V. prolificus, Iyengar 1933) and two 

homothallic, selfing species (V. merrilii and V. amboensis, Shaw 1922; Rich and Pocock 1933) 

that could not be included in our tree or in the tree-based analyses. There are also three other 

species which have been morphologically characterized but were lost from culture collections 

before genetic sequencing (Smith 1944). These species are the homothallic Pandorina morum 

(Coleman 1959), the homothallic dioecious Volvox pocockiae (Starr 1970), and the homothallic 

dioecious Volvox spermatosphaera (Powers 1908). Lastly, there are several species in which 

sexual reproduction has never been observed (Vitreochlamys, Chlamydomonas cribrum, 

Pleodorina thompsonii, and Volvox ovalis). Our ancestral-state reconstructions therefore do not 

include these 10 species (69 included species of 79 total species). 

 

SPECIES DELIMITATION 

We ensured that our estimates of “tippiness” and diversification rates of selfing and outcrossing 

species were not biased by treating multiple genetically unique individuals of the same species 

as if they were distinct species. Doing so might artificially inflate the estimated speciation rates 

and impact our tests of tippiness. Therefore, we removed individuals of the same species, so 

that each species was represented by one terminal taxon in the tree. However, we cannot simply 
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use taxonomic species since these species were often described without taking into account 

major differences in mating system (e.g., Gonium pectorale includes both selfing and outcrossing 

strains) and strong evolutionary divergence based on sequence data (e.g., Pandorina morum 

contains numerous highly diverged lineages). Thus, many named species may contain two or 

more distinct evolutionary species. Individuals of the same species were computationally 

identified using the single rate Poisson Tree Processes (PTP) method (Fujisawa and 

Barraclough 2013). A maximum likelihood approach with a default p-value of 0.001 was used. 

This approach identified 21 species as having multiple individuals present in the tree. Nine of 

these 21 hypothesized species from PTP were rejected because they represented 

morphologically and taxonomically distinct species (e.g., closely related homothallic V. ferrisii 

and heterothallic V. rousseletti were hypothesized to be the same species; Table S2). The 

remaining 12 species delineations, which assigned 31 individuals to 12 named species, were 

accepted (Table S2). There were 69 species in the final tree. Conspecific individuals were 

pruned from the tree using the R package ape (Paradis et al. 2004). 

 

MEASURING PHYLOGENETIC SIGNAL 

We tested the level of phylogenetic signal in traits to assess their lability across the volvocine 

tree. For homothallism/heterothallism and monoecy/dioecy, the D value (Fritz and Purvis 

2010) was measured using the R package caper version 0.2 (Orme et al. 2012). For continuous 

traits related to colony size, Blomberg’s (2003) K and Pagel’s (1999) λ were measured using the 

R package phytools version 0.5-64 (Revell 2012; R Core Team 2013). All traits had statistically 

significant phylogenetic signal (Table S3, available on Dryad: doi:). 

 

ANCESTRAL-STATE RECONSTRUCTION 
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Ancestral states were reconstructed using maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods. 

Heterothallism (outcrossing)/homothallism (selfing) and dioecy/monoecy were treated as two 

separate binary characters. We did this for two reasons. First, there were three homothallic 

species that break apart into unicells during sexual reproduction, preventing their assignment 

to either dioecy or monoecy. Second, coding the evolution of homothallism and monoecy 

together in a three-state model would result in some states (i.e., monoecious homothallic and 

dioecious homothallic) that would be present in fewer than ~10% of the species in the tree. 

Such rare states are known to lead to unreliable reconstructions using the type of likelihood 

methods used here (Davis et al. 2013). 

The maximum likelihood analysis was performed using the R package diversitree 

version 0.9-9 (FitzJohn 2012). Several models of character evolution were evaluated for each 

character, including equal rates of change for all transitions between states (ER) and all rates 

different for all transitions between states (ARD). Model fit was compared using the AICc 

(Akaike 1974). The AICc is the Akaike information criterion with a small sample size correction 

(Burnham and Anderson 2002). The AICc should reveal the best-fitting model without including 

unnecessary parameters (Table S3). Alternative root state models were evaluated, by 

comparing their likelihoods while holding the best-fitting transition model constant. These 

models included an equal probability for each state, probabilities based on the frequency of 

each state among species on the tree, and fixing the root to each of the alternative states. We 

found that the ΔAICc values for alternative root-state models were indistinguishable (ΔAICc < 

8.2×10-4 for all root-state models). We selected the root prior that was weighted based on the 

observed frequency of each state among taxa across the tree. Based on preliminary analyses, the 

use of alternative root-state priors did not substantially affect the resulting ancestral-state 

reconstructions. The state with the highest probability was considered the most likely for a 

given node. However, a state was considered to be significantly supported at a given node only if 

it was at least 7.39 times (if the natural logarithm of the ratio of two likelihoods is greater than 
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2) more likely than the alternative state (Pagel 1999). The likelihood ratio test was used to test 

for evolutionary irreversibility of selfing homothallism by comparing alternative maximum 

likelihood models. 

Statistical support for estimated character states at internal nodes was further evaluated 

using Bayesian hypothesis testing implemented in BayesTraits version 2 (Pagel et al. 2004). We 

used this Bayesian approach to explicitly incorporate phylogenetic uncertainty, by analyzing a 

sample of trees. Every 1,000th post-burnin tree from the four runs was included, for a total of 

600 trees. Outgroups and taxa without available character data were trimmed from these trees 

(e.g., monoecy vs. dioecy has never been reported for homothallic Tetrabaena socialis, Gonium 

pectorale Russia, and Gonium multicoccum UTEX 2580). Each tree was then ultrametricized 

using a penalized likelihood function (Sanderson 2002) with a correlated model without age 

constraints.  

Two models of character evolution (ER, ARD) were analyzed in the Bayesian analyses. 

Bayes factors (BF) were used to find the best-fitting model. The BF was estimated based on 

twice the difference between the highest harmonic mean log likelihood for each model, 

calculated from nine independent MCMC runs of 7,500,000 generations (with a burn-in period 

of 500,000 generations, Table S3). The best-fitting model of evolution was used to statistically 

test which state was most likely to be present at specific nodes of interest (those near 

evolutionary transitions as predicted by the likelihood analysis). When no model of character 

evolution was strongly preferred (BF < 2), nodes were also tested under the alternative model. 

For each node of interest, the ancestral character state was tested by estimating a BF from five 

independent MCMC runs of 5,500,000 generations (each with a burn-in of 500,000 generations) 

in which the node in question was constrained to one state or the other. A state was considered 

strongly supported at a given node when the BF was >2 relative to the alternative state. Uniform 

priors and gamma-distributed hyperpriors seeded from a uniform distribution were used to 
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seed all rate parameters.  

 

TEST OF PHYLOGENETIC TIPPINESS 

If selfing tends to lead to extinction, we predicted that homothallic self-fertilization may be 

restricted to recent tips of a tree (“tippiness”). To test for a tippy distribution, three tests of 

tippiness were performed (Bromham et al. 2016). First, we estimated the sum of sister-clade 

differences. This index measures trait clustering by assigning tips the value 0 or 1, assigning 

each node the absolute difference of the two daughter tip/nodes then summing across all nodes. 

Second, we estimated tip age rank sum, which compares the summed lengths of tips for each 

state, Third, we estimated the number of tips (i.e., species) per origin, which compares the 

observed number of tips per origin of trait to a null model with the same frequency of states. 

These metrics were estimated using the R package phylometrics version 0.0.1 (Hua et al. 2016). 

This package calculates two sided p-values by using a threshold Brownian motion model to 

simulate 1,000,000 binary traits with the same frequency of states as the observed data and 

compares the observed value to the simulated distribution (Bromham et al. 2016). Significant 

deviations from the null, Brownian motion model indicate that the observed trait shows a tippy 

distribution. Each analysis was repeated using both a phylometric tree (branch lengths indicate 

evolutionary change) and an ultrametric tree (branch lengths indicate time). Both trees yielded 

qualitatively identical statistical results.  

We also tested whether our sampling of taxa allowed sufficient power to detect a 

significant tippy distribution in the selfing species. To do this, we repeated these analyses after 

re-assigning selected selfing species to be outcrossing (Table S4). The two manipulations were 

designed to artificially decrease the number of selfing species per origin of selfing and the 

average tip length of selfing taxa. The two replicates differed in which species were altered. 

These analyses resulted in significantly tippy distributions for all three metrics in at least one 
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manipulation (Table S4). Thus, these analyses show that the number of taxa sampled was 

sufficient to obtain significant results for all three metrics, and so negative results need not be 

caused by insufficient statistical power. 

 

ESTIMATING DIVERSIFICATION RATES 

To complement our analyses of phylogenetic tippiness, we used BiSSE models (Binary State 

Speciation and Extinction; Maddison et al. 2007) to estimate state-dependent speciation and 

extinction rates. Specifically, we tested whether selfing (homothallic) species had lower 

diversification rates than outcrossing (heterothallic) species, as predicted given their lower 

expected macroevolutionary success. The diversification rate is the rate of speciation minus the 

rate of extinction. We also tested whether selfing lineages had the predicted negative 

diversification rates (extinction rate > speciation rate).  

 BiSSE analyses were performed using the R package diversitree version 0.9-9 (FitzJohn 

2012). Twelve models were evaluated (Table S5), including (1) unconstrained (selfing and 

outcrossing states are associated with different rates of speciation and extinction, with different 

rates of transition between the states), (2) same as (1), but constraining speciation rates of 

selfing and outcrossing species to be equal, (3) same as (1), but constraining extinction rates to 

be equal, (4) constraining transition rates between states to be equal, but allowing speciation 

and extinction rates to differ, (5) constraining both speciation and extinction rates to be equal, 

but allowing transition rates to differ, (6) constraining both speciation and transition rates to be 

equal (but allowing extinction rates to vary), (7) constraining both extinction and transition 

rates to be equal (but allowing speciation rates to vary), and (8) constraining speciation, 

extinction, and transition rates to be equal. The remaining models tested the hypothesized 

irreversibility of self-fertilization, including (9) constraining transitions from selfing to 

outcrossing to be zero, (10), constraining the speciation rate to be equal between states and the 
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reversal rate (selfing to outcrossing) to be zero, (11) constraining the extinction rate to be equal 

and the reversal rate to be zero, and (12) constraining both the speciation and extinction rates 

to be equal and the reversal rate to be zero (Table S5). Model fit was compared using the AICc 

(Akaike 1974). The model constraining only the extinction rates to be equal had the best fit. The 

estimates from this model were used to evaluate whether diversification rates were lower in 

selfing lineages. 

We also used the best-fitting BiSSE model to perform ancestral-state reconstructions. To 

do this, alternative root state models were first evaluated, by comparing their likelihoods while 

holding the best-fitting model of speciation, extinction, and transition rates constant. These 

root-state models included (1) an equal probability for each state, (2) relative probabilities for 

each state based on the frequency of each state among species on the tree, and fixing the root 

state to be (3) outcrossing or (4) selfing. We found that the ΔAICc values for alternative root 

state models were low (ΔAICc < 1.78 for all reconstructions), showing that they all had similar 

fit. Therefore, the root prior was weighted based on the observed frequency of each state among 

taxa across the tree (FitzJohn 2012). Based on preliminary analyses, the use of alternative root-

state priors did not substantially affect the resulting ancestral-state reconstructions. We then 

performed ancestral-state reconstructions using the best-fitting model. Across the tree, the state 

with the highest probability was considered the most likely for a given node. 

We acknowledge that BiSSE models may be somewhat problematic when applied to our 

data. First, our analyses include only 69 taxa, and BiSSE may perform poorly when relatively 

few species are included in the analysis. Specifically, BiSSE may infer rates with reduced 

accuracy and precision, and have little power to distinguish between alternative models (Davis 

et al. 2013; Gamisch 2016). However, we show that our data do have sufficient power to 

strongly distinguish between models (and select relatively complex ones). Second, our species 

sampling may be poor relative to the total number of species that likely exist (based on the 
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current rate of species descriptions; Isaka et al. 2012; Nozaki et al. 2014, 2015a). Furthermore, 

there is no reliable estimate for how many species actually exist with each character state. 

Therefore, we did not include a correction for incomplete sampling of each state. Instead, we 

simply assumed that the species included in our tree represented a reasonable estimate of the 

true frequency of each state. Finally, some authors have noted potential problems in using BiSSE 

to infer differences in speciation and extinction rates associated with different states (e.g., 

Maddison and FitzJohn 2015; Rabosky and Goldberg 2015). Furthermore, a common alternative 

approach (BAMM; Rabosky 2014) does not directly associate rates with states (Meyer and 

Wiens 2017). 

We did find some unusual ancestral reconstructions from BiSSE. Specifically, this 

analysis inferred 22 reversions from self-fertilization to outcrossing (Fig. S2). These results 

seemed particularly problematic in that numerous large clades of mostly or all outcrossing 

species were strongly supported as having selfing ancestors (Fig. S2; including the most recent 

common ancestor (MRCA) of Astrephomene and Gonium, three ancestors within the Gonium 

genus, three ancestors within the polyphyletic Pandorina and Volvulina genera, the MRCA of 

Eudorina elegans UTEX 1205 and Eudorina elegans NIES 456, and three ancestors in the smallest 

clade containing Eudorina peripheralis UTEX 1215 and Eudorina illinoisensis UTEX 808). While 

this result does not overturn our main conclusion (that outcrossing can evolve from selfing), it 

nevertheless seems unlikely. Therefore, we used BiSSE primarily to estimate speciation and 

extinction rates associated with selfing and outcrossing, rather than for ancestral-state 

reconstructions. 

 

TEST OF REPRODUCTION AND SIZE 

To test for a correlation between self-fertilization and colony size, as observed in angiosperms 

(Darwin 1876; Bawa 1980; Lloyd 1982; Vamosi et al. 2003), we used phylogenetic t-tests, 
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implemented in the R package phytools version 0.5-64 (Revell 2012). Phylogenetic t-tests used 

two metrics of size: (1) natural logarithm of colony length, and (2) rounds of cell divisions (i.e., 

log2[cell number]). P-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons following Benjamini and 

Hochberg (1995). 

 

Results 

EVOLUTION OF MATING SYSTEMS 

Self-fertilization and mating systems in the volvocine algae have a complex evolutionary history. 

Taking phylogenetic uncertainty into account in the Bayesian ancestral state reconstructions, 

heterothallic outcrossing is the ancestral state in this group (Fig. 2). Homothallism, the genetic 

capacity to self fertilize, has evolved 11 times (Fig. 2). Monoecy, in which both gamete types are 

produced within a colony (Fig. 1B), was modeled as a separate binary trait from homothallism. 

Monoecy has evolved at least four times (Fig. 2). Furthermore, when comparing the 

reconstructions of selfing and monoecy (Fig. 2), there are no transitions between dioecious 

homothallism and monoecious homothallism, only transitions between heterothallic 

outcrossing and homothallic selfing (whether monoecious or dioecious, Fig. 3). 

Two independent reversions from selfing to outcrossing were inferred, in Volvox 

perglobator and V. rousseletii (Fig. 2). However, the rate of origin of selfing was approximately 

four times greater than the rate of reversion back to outcrossing (Table S3). These reversions to 

outcrossing were accompanied (on the same branches) by reversions from monoecy to dioecy 

(Fig. 2). The rate of reversal (monoecy to dioecy) was approximately 12 times greater than the 

rate of evolution of monoecy (Table S3).  

To further test for evolutionary reversals from selfing back to outcrossing, three models 

were compared, one constraining the rate of loss of selfing to zero, one constraining the rate of 
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loss of selfing to be equal to the rate of gain, and a third that did not constrain the rate of loss of 

selfing. Using the likelihood ratio test, the unconstrained model allowing selfing to reverse is 

strongly supported (χ2 = 15.70, p = 7.4×10-5). Similarly, when comparing BiSSE models, the 

model allowing selfing to reverse is strongly supported (χ2 = 29.36, p = 6.0×10-8, Table S5). 

Given the repeated, relatively recent origins of selfing (Fig. 2), the “tippiness” of this trait 

was tested (Bromham et al. 2016). Using three metrics of trait distribution, homothallic self-

fertilization is not significantly tippy in the volvocine algae (p > 0.096, Figs. 4, S3, Table S4). 

Selfing species do not have shorter branches than outcrossing species, demonstrating their 

long-term evolutionary persistence (Fig. 4B). Selfing species do not have fewer species per 

origin of selfing than a null distribution (Fig. 4C). Finally, selfing species are not sparsely 

distributed across the volvocine tree (Fig. 4A), demonstrating that considerable speciation of 

selfing species has occurred (Fig. 4A, C). We used manipulated datasets to demonstrate that 

there was sufficient power to detect tippy distributions, given the number of taxa in the tree 

(Table S4). Therefore, these results are not due to insufficient statistical power.  

We also directly estimated speciation and extinction rates of selfing and outcrossing 

species (Table S5). We found that the best-fitting BiSSE model had unequal speciation and 

transition rates between the selfing and outcrossing states, but equal (and very low) extinction 

rates. The next-best model (ΔAIC=1.97) had all rates different between states, including 

extinction rates. All other models had substantially poorer fit (ΔAIC>10). Contrary to the 

predictions of the dead-end hypothesis (i.e. lower and possibly negative diversification rates in 

selfing lineages), the best-fitting model showed that selfing species have a positive net 

diversification rate (13.45 species per time unit), which is three times higher than the speciation 

and diversification rates of outcrossing species (4.19 species/time unit). Consistent with the 

initial ancestral-state reconstructions that ignored state-dependent speciation and extinction, 

this analysis inferred that the transition rate from selfing to outcrossing is non-zero (11.30), and 
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much higher than the outcrossing to selfing transition rate (1.37). However, this extreme 

difference in rates may be an artifact (see Methods). Models in which the transition rate from 

selfing to outcrossing was set to zero were strongly rejected (all ΔAIC>25 relative to the best-

fitting model). 

 The evolution of mating systems was significantly correlated with increased colony size 

(Fig. S1). We found that selfing species have significantly larger colonies than outcrossing 

species (phylogenetic t-test, adj. p < 0.011; Table S6, available on Dryad: doi:). 

 

Discussion 

The reproductive strategy of self-fertilization has long been thought to be an evolutionary dead-

end, where short-term benefits, such as reproductive assurance and transmission advantages, 

are countered by long-term costs, such as reduced or negative net diversification rates and 

irreversibility (Stebbins 1957; Takebayashi and Morrell 2001; Igic and Busch 2013; Wright et al. 

2013). Thus, self-fertilization is expected to occupy the tips of phylogenetic trees. Alternatively, 

a self-fertilizing lineage may produce numerous selfing species (Goldberg et al. 2010; Johnson et 

al. 2011) and may not display the predicted lower net diversification rate (Johnson et al. 2011; 

Gamisch et al. 2015). These large groups of selfing species may be due to temporal variation in 

selection pressures, resulting in temporary macroevolutionary success of selfing species 

(Goldberg et al. 2010) or to insufficient time having passed for the macroevolutionary 

consequences of self-fertilization to take effect (Escobar et al. 2010). We reconstructed the 

evolutionary history of self-fertilization in the volvocine algae, and showed that heterothallic 

outcrossing is ancestral in the volvocine algae and that homothallic self-fertilization evolved 

eleven times (Fig. 2). However, contrary to expectations, we found that the volvocine algae 

underwent two reversals from selfing to outcrossing (Figs. 2, 3). Furthermore, we found that 
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they lack the “tippy” phylogenetic distribution expected if they led to an evolutionary dead-end, 

based on three different metrics (Fig. 4). Lastly, we used BiSSE to estimate speciation and 

extinction rates of selfing and outcrossing species, and inferred that selfing species have 

positive diversification rates that are higher than those of outcrossing species. The BiSSE 

analysis also inferred transitions from selfing to outcrossing (Table S5). 

These results are contingent on several important caveats. First, the phylogenetic tree 

used here was based upon five chloroplast genes rather than a multi-locus nuclear gene dataset 

(which is currently unavailable for the volvocine algae). There are several phenomena, 

including incomplete lineage sorting and chloroplast capture, which may cause incongruence 

between the true species tree and the chloroplast gene tree. However, results from the available 

nuclear data are congruent with the chloroplast phylogeny, including (1) a phylogenomic 

analysis including Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Gonium pectorale, and Volvox carteri (Hanschen 

et al. 2016), and (2) a phylogenetic tree from the nuclear internal transcribed spacer (ITS) for 

Volvox section Volvox (Isaka et al. 2012). The congruence between nuclear and chloroplast trees 

suggests that the chloroplast tree accurately reconstructs the species tree, which supports our 

inferred reversals to outcrossing. This congruence also suggests that the chloroplast tree may 

not be heavily influenced by incomplete lineage sorting or chloroplast capture, at least in the 

particularly relevant Volvox section Volvox (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the chloroplast genome should 

be less influenced by incomplete lineage sorting given its reduced effective population size 

(Birky 1983). Second, many new species of volvocine algae continue to be described (Isaka et al. 

2012; Nozaki et al. 2014, 2015a). This incomplete taxon sampling may effect both ancestral-

state reconstructions as well as phylogenetic analyses of tippiness (i.e., results might change if 

more species were added). Our taxon sampling of described species is relatively complete (69 of 

79 species, 87%). Third, it is possible that future studies of algae phylogeny may reveal that the 

volvocine algae had a selfing (homothallic) ancestor. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility 

that evolution of selfing in volvocine algae represents reversion to ancestral selfing. However, 
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even if this were true, it would not necessarily overturn our conclusions within volvocine algae 

regarding reversals to outcrossing within Volvox and the lack of both tippiness and reduced 

diversification rates associated with selfing. 

Reversals from selfing to outcrossing are predicted to be rare (Lande and Schemske 

1985; Takebayashi and Morrell 2001). However, we found that Volvox section Volvox (Fig. 2) 

had two independent reversions from homothallic selfing to heterothallic outcrossing (Volvox 

perglobator and Volvox rousseletii, Fig. 2). Furthermore, the evolutionary model allowing 

evolutionary reversal from selfing to outcrossing is strongly supported over one in which 

reversals are not allowed. While detailed studies of selfing and outcrossing rates in natural 

populations are necessary, this group of closely related species may be highly valuable for 

studying both reversals from selfing to outcrossing and the genetic mechanism underlying this 

transition. 

The two inferred transitions from selfing to outcrossing occur in Volvox section Volvox, 

in which the ancestor is inferred to have been monoecious and selfing (Figs. 2, 3). It may be 

intuitive that dioecious selfing species would be more likely to revert to dioecious outcrossing 

than a monoecious selfing species. We speculate that the timing of sexual differentiation during 

development may complicate this intuition. If sexual differentiation in a self-fertilizing species 

occurs early in development (before cell lineages leading to reproductive cells have diverged), 

dioecy may result because all reproductive cell lineages in a colony have similarly differentiated. 

In contrast, if sexual differentiation in a selfing species occurs later in development (after cell 

lineages leading to reproductive cells have diverged), monoecy may result because reproductive 

cell lineages in a colony have independently differentiated. Therefore, Volvox section Volvox may 

revert to outcrossing more frequently only because there are more species in this group than 

among other origins of self-fertilization.  

 Despite the repeated evolution of selfing, homothallic species do not currently exhibit 
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the “tippy” phylogenetic distribution (Fig. 4) predicted under the standard model that assumes 

short-term benefits but long-term costs of self-fertilization (Wright et al. 2013). Instead, we 

found that selfing is reversible (Fig. 2), that selfing species are able to persist and speciate (Fig. 

4), and that selfing species have a higher net diversification rate than outcrossing species (Table 

S5). Selfing species may be able to persist and speciate if the benefits of selfing are higher than 

the costs. The benefits of selfing include (1) reproductive assurance, which may be a substantial 

benefit in patchy volvocine habitats such as lacustrine freshwater (Kirk 1998), and (2) 

increased contribution of genetic material to sexual offspring, compared with outcrossing 

individuals (Williams 1975; Nagylaki 1976). The costs of selfing include reduced genetic 

variation, reduced effective population size, and reduced rates of adaptation (Stebbins 1957; 

Pollak 1987; Wright et al. 2013). An additional cost of selfing is inbreeding depression, 

particularly in diploid and polyploid taxa (Barrett 2002; Charlesworth 2006). However, the 

volvocine algae have haploid-dominant life cycles (Coleman 2012), and costly effects of 

inbreeding depression are not expected in the haploid phase (Taylor et al. 2007). Inbreeding 

depression may exist in the dormant diploid zygospore, though little is known about the 

selection pressures upon these diploid zygospores. The costs of self-fertilization (i.e., inbreeding 

depression) are likely reduced in the haploid volvocine algae. This suggests that differences in 

the costs and benefits of selfing may explain why the volvocine algae do not display the tippy 

distribution of selfing species observed in diploid and polyploid taxa (Barrett 2002; Jarne and 

Auld 2006) and why selfing species do not have lower diversification rates than outcrossing 

species. Similarly, mosses have haploid-dominant life cycles (Shaw et al. 2011) and in mosses, 

hermaphroditic and dioecious species have similar diversification rates (McDaniel et al. 2013).  

In this study, we found that the colonies of selfing volvocine species are significantly 

larger than those of outcrossing volvocine species (Table S6). Angiosperms show the opposite 

pattern, with larger species more likely to be outcrossing (Darwin 1876; Bawa 1980; Wright et 

al. 2013). We speculate two possible explanations for this pattern. First, increased colony size 
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and selfing share the evolutionary cost of decreased effective population size (Lynch and Conery 

2003; Smith et al. 2013) but have different evolutionary benefits: increased colony size 

decreases predation rates (Bell 1985; Boraas et al. 1998) while selfing leads to beneficial 

reproductive assurance (Baker 1955). If species with larger colonies are already paying the cost 

of decreased effective population size, evolving selfing may be highly beneficial, especially if 

fitness costs are nonlinear. In this way, a species with larger colonies experiences the benefits of 

both reduced predation and reproductive assurance, but experiences little additional cost due 

to reduced effective population size. Second, species with larger colonies may be rarer (Lynch 

and Conery 2003; Smith et al. 2013), thus making the beneficial reproductive assurance 

provided by self-fertilization even more important. Given the inherently fragmented nature of 

volvocine habitats across landscapes (freshwater lakes; Kirk 1998), the benefit of reproductive 

assurance may be substantial, especially when colonizing a novel habitat patch (Baker 1955; 

Pannell and Barrett 1998). 

 

Conclusions 

The reproductive strategy of self-fertilization has long been thought to be an evolutionary dead-

end, which repeatedly evolves due to short-term benefits. In contrast, long-term costs are 

thought to reduce speciation and increase extinction of self-fertilizing lineages. The 

transmission costs of outcrossing are expected to prevent reversals to outcrossing once selfing 

has evolved. Therefore, self-fertilizing species are expected to occupy the tips of the 

phylogenetic tree. In this study, we test these predictions with phylogenetic analyses in 

volvocine green algae. We show that the volvocine green algae had repeated origins of self-

fertilization. However, we also found the volvocine algae demonstrate repeated reversals from 

selfing to outcrossing. Contrary to predictions, we do not infer a reduced diversification rate in 

self-fertilizing volvocine species. Furthermore, selfing homothallic species currently lack the 
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expected “tippy” phylogenetic distribution. We suggest that these results may be partially 

explained by the haploidy of volvocine green algae, which reduces the effects of inbreeding 

depression, ameliorating an important potential cost of selfing. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Diversity of mating systems in the volvocine green algae and their respective life 

cycles. A. In outcrossing (heterothallic) species, distinct genotypes (male on left and female on 

right) sexually differentiate producing either eggs or sperm. A diploid zygospore (red) is 

produced after fertilization. Sexual offspring hatch and enter the haploid, asexual phase of the 
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life cycle. B. In selfing (homothallic) monoecious species, a single genotype is capable of 

producing both gamete types. Upon sexual differentiation, each sexual colony produces both 

sperm and eggs. C. In selfing (homothallic) dioecious species, a single genotype sexually 

differentiates, producing either eggs or sperm, but not both within the same colony. Cartoons in 

panels A-C are shown with anisogamous, Volvox-like morphology for illustrative purposes only. 

 

Figure 2. Ancestral state reconstruction of selfing (left) and monoecy (right). Left, the evolution 

of outcrossing (black) and selfing (green). Right, the evolution of dioecy (black, for this analysis, 

outcrossing heterothallic species were treated as dioecious) and monoecy (blue). Three selfing 

species (Tetrabaena socialis, Gonium pectorale Russia, Gonium multicoccum UTEX 2580) break 

apart into unicells during sexual differentiation preventing assignment to monoecy or dioecy. 

Branch color refers to the most likely state inferred by maximum likelihood (ML) 

reconstruction. Pie charts at nodes represent scaled marginal likelihoods from ML 

reconstruction. Numbers at select nodes indicate Bayes factors (support for that character state 

against the next most likely state), which explicitly take phylogenetic uncertainty into account, 

colored by which state is most supported. Interpretation of Bayes factors (Kass and Raftery 

1995): 0 to 2 barely worth mentioning, 2 to 6 positive, 6 to 10 strong, >10 very strong. Chlamy, 

Chlamydomonas; Astre, Astrephomene; Col., Colemanosphaera; N., NIES; U., UTEX. 
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Figure 3. Summary of the number of observed transitions between mating systems. This 

minimum number of transitions was counted after assigning each ancestor to the most likely 

state. We treated the origin of selfing in Pleodorina japonica, Pleodorina californica, and Volvox 

aureus as one transition, although the ancestral state of the ancestor to these three species is 

ambiguous. Three homothallic species break apart into unicells during sexual differentiation 

preventing assignment to monoecy or dioecy (unknown-ecious homothallism). 

 

Figure 4. Quantification of “tippiness” of homothallic self-fertilization across the volvocine 

phylometric tree. A. Sum of sister clade differences, which measures trait clustering by assigning 
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tips (species) the value 0 or 1, assigning each node the absolute difference of the two daughter 

tip/nodes, then summing across all nodes. B. Tip age rank sum, which compares the branch 

length associated with tips (species) for each state. C. Number of tips per origin, which 

compares the observed number of tips per origin of the trait to a Brownian motion null model 

with the same trait frequency among species as in the observed data. For all panels, the 

histogram represents a null distribution calculated from 1,000,000 simulations of a threshold 

Brownian motion model with the same trait frequencies as in the observed data (red line). This 

analysis was repeated with an ultrametric tree (Fig. S3), which gave very similar results. 

 


